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Introduction

I traveled to Egypt in the middle of June, 2011 in order to pursue an internship with the

Center for Intercultural Dialogue and Translation (CIDT). As a Political Science major with an

emphasis in Middle East Studies at the University of California, Santa Barbara, I was

immediately drawn to the opportunity to participate in a research project in Cairo which would

be overseen by Arab West Report. After speaking with the Editor-in-Chief of Arab West Report,

Cornelis Hulsman, he suggested I conduct field research into Coptic Orthodox migration in the

Bishopric of Shubra al-Khayma, a suburb of Cairo, which would come to aid a larger study in

migration and statistics of Coptic Orthodox throughout Egypt.Under the guidance of Cornelis

Hulsman, I formulated a list of research questions in order to learn as much as possible about

Coptic Orthodox migration in Shubra al-Khayma, including methods of counting and registration

as well as societal factors which affect the Christians in this particular Bishopric.

Due to the good relations of Arab West Report and the Coptic Orthodox Church, I was

fortunate enough to meet with Bishop Marcos of Shubra al-Khayma and ask for his assistance in

my research after arriving in Cairo. Together with Hani Labib, the Managing Director of CIDT,

we discussed the intent of my research in Shubra al-Khayma with the Bishop, and for his help

with introductions to members of the church, such as priests and those who may have intimate

knowledge of the registration and counting process. Bishop Marcos was most accommodating

and gracious as he offered his support and delegated Father Youssef as my main contact in the

Bishopric. Father Youssef was picked specifically by the Bishop for the reason that he is not

only the deputy of Bishop Marcos, but also an especially educated priest with a background in

oil engineering.
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Upon my meeting with Bishop Marcos, he generously offered me a room to stay in the

Bishopric hotel, “Hotel Saint George” of Shubra al-Khayma. With this, I had a room situated

directly above the main offices of the Coptic Orthodox church in the diocese, and right next to

St. George church of Shubra al-Khayma. Staying here offered me a chance to interact with

Coptic Christians everyday (mainly the staff because other hotel guests were rare) and gain

insight into their daily routines, food, and perspectives on Egyptian culture. Everyone I spoke

with was incredibly kind and warm, and eager to learn of the views of a westerner in Egypt.

A view of Shurbā al-Khaymah from the guest

house

To the right entrance St. George guesthouse

Naturally, I came to know Shubra al-Khayma quite well. The large scale poverty of the

area becomes immediately visible as most buildings are run down and streets being littered with

trash and broken down cars. I never once saw another westerner, and the lack of outside

influence was quite refreshing when juxtaposed with much of the rest of Cairo. Life generally
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seemed slower but also harsher for the locals here. I often took walks around the area and found

many old factories that seemed long ago abandoned as well as many apartments. With time I

grew to appreciate the area if not only for the fact that it represented a sector of Cairo hardly

known to the outside world.

With my list of about 10 sets of questions I intended to gain as much knowledge as

possible in almost a month in Shubra al-Khayma. This proved to be far more challenging than

anticipated, as many questions were left unanswered and much data was not provided. I

originally sought to interview Father Youssef, other priests of the diocese, those involved in the

registration and counting of Christians in the diocese, as well as churchgoers who had migrated

to Shubra al-Khayma. However, because Father Youssef could not name any specific members

of the church who had migrated to Shubra al-Khayma I was not able to speak with them.

Additionally, other priests seemed to try to stay away from the project in an effort to avoid

encountering any sensitive topics of my research.

There was a combination of a general lack of knowledge of the answers I sought and a

heavy reluctance to provide me specific numbers and data regarding migration of Christians.

Because such topics are sensitive, and the number of Christians in Egypt is a hugely contentious

issue, I experienced great difficulty in obtaining much of the information I was looking for,

namely the registration forms, books, and computer database which holds the total numbers. The

main reason for the sensitivities regarding these topics are that the true number of Christians in

Egypt is extremely hard to know. The estimate of this number then becomes heavily politicized;

thus the more Christians the church claims there are the more it can be argued for Christians to

hold higher positions in government, be allowed more church building, etc. Additionally, it

should be noted that religious identification was taken off the latest Egyptian census of 2006 in
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an effort by the government to basically avoid the often quarrelsome issue. Despite the

difficulties this presented in conducting my research, the members of St. George Church and

hotel were always kind and extremely hospitable.

Entrance of the church

Research Questions

1. How many churches and priests were in Shubra al-Khayma when Bishop Marcos became

bishop? How was this five years later and another five years later and yet another five years

later? Do Christians wear crosses in public, have crosses on their wrists?

2. What names are given to children? Obviously Christian or neutral names that could be

either Christian or Muslim such as Adel? Is there a change in the proportion of names that are
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explicitly Christian in comparison to those that are neutral? How is this registered? Can this be

counted? Or are changes notes only estimates and impressions?

3. What methods of counting and registration are used by the church in Shubra al-Khayma?

What form do you use, who collects the information? Is this done at someone’s home or

otherwise? What member of the household typically completes the form? How is the information

processed? Who checks whether information is accurate or not? What are the advantages and

disadvantages of these methods? May I see the registration books? Is the registration centralized

or per church? If so how and how often is information from the parishes given to the bishopric’s

central office?

4. When did you start counting and registering in Shubra al-Khayma? How have the

methods of counting and registration changed over time in Shubra al-Khayma?  Have they

improved?

5. What is the number of Copts in Shubra al-Khayma when you started counting and what is

the increase until today? Shubra al-Khayma is a diocese/district which attracts migrants from

Upper Egypt. Do you register where new migrants come from? Do you register when people left

to come to Cairo? Do you register why people have migrated to Cairo?

6. In what ways do the methods used to count and register in Shubra al-Khayma differ from

methods used by other bishoprics?

7. How prevalent are identity card mistakes (i.e. assumed Muslim instead of Christian) in

Shubra al-Khayma? Could you give an estimate of the number and let us know what this

estimate is based on?
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8. How common are reports in Shubra al-Khayma of Christians failing to register as

Christians in the official census out of fear of some type of government reprisal? Could you give

an estimate of the number and let us know what this estimate is based on?

9. How persistent are conversions of Muslims to Christianity, and vice versa, in Shubra al-

Khayma? Could you give an estimate of the number and let us know what this estimate is based

on?

10. What are the effects and implications of the heavy Christian migration to Cairo on Shubra

al-Khayma and the church’s counting and registration efforts here? How do you avoid double

counting, that is avoiding that someone is both registered in Shubra al-Khayma and in his/her

diocese of origin? Do you register the mother of the person registered and compare this with his

diocese of origin. This could avoid double counting since human beings have one mother only.

11. Can I interview people who have left Upper Egypt for Cairo? Where they came from,

what years, who in their family was already here or was still in their original village? How often

do they return? What is their name, education, and profession?

12. Given the recent revolution and changes in government, will continued registration and

counting efforts become more frequent in Shubra al-Khayma?

Interviews with Father Youssef of Shubra al-Khayma (End of June – End of July)

Father Youssef began by providing me with some general background information

regarding Christian's in Shubra al-Khayma. He informed me that Shubra al-Khayma has a unique

disposition in that while it is a part of Egypt’s capital, Cairo, it is still very much both an

industrial and agricultural city and contains numerous factories and much cultivated land at its

borders. Thus, the Christian residents of Shubra al-Khayma are wide ranging in terms of their
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work and living situation. Increasingly, more affluent families have come to Shubra al-Khayma

because it is close to Cairo but still offers relatively cheap living prices. More common though

are the poor families which comprise the majority of Shubra al-Khayma’s residents. Generally,

the poor of Shubra al-Khayma consist of factory workers living alongside the factories and

farmers living on the edges of town. Along with the diversity in wealth of Christians in Shubra

al-Khayma, so too are there wide ranging levels of education and culture. Cheap, less

satisfactory schools are common among the poor, while many Christian children are often forced

to work and thus do not attend school. Likewise, several more expensive and competent schools

exist for the middle to upper class Christians in Shubra al-Khayma. Taken together, Father

Youssef said, these aspects of life in Shubra al-Khayma create a diverse and dynamic Christian

presence.

According to Father Youssef, the total number of Christians increases in Shubra al-

Khayma each year, however this is no different from most areas in Egypt. When Bishop Marcos

became Bishop in 1979 there were 14 churches in Shubra al-Khayma, while there are currently

34 today. He did not know the number of priests, but was positive they had substantially

increased as well in order to serve the expanding number of churches in the diocese. Numerous

problems have been encountered in the building of churches in the diocese, and Father Youssef

made it quite clear that they continue to persist. Some of the main problems are that local

residents, in this case Muslims, forbidding the building of churches next to their homes for the

reason that they did not want to reside next to the gathering and holy place of non-Muslims. With

this, Father Youssef was highlighting the great tension between Muslims and Christians which

persist in the localities of Cairo.Other problems include difficulties in obtaining permission from

the government and city councils to build new churches. The church is able to bypass these

problems, Father Youssef said, because of the good social relationships it has established over
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the years directly attributable to Bishop Marcos’ wisdom and work in the community with the

local administration.

Christians can be found nearly everywhere in Shubra al-Khayma according to Father

Youssef, however they are frequently not welcomed by their Muslim neighbors – such as being

treated rudely or yelled at because of their being Christian and being chastised from the Muslim

apartment community. However, by and large, they are able to live in peace with other people.

Few Christians openly wear crosses around their neck in Shubra al-Khayma, yet most have

crosses on their wrists. Despite this, Father Youssef informed me that Christians are known as

such in Shubra al-Khayma because of what they wear and how they live. For instance, Christian

women never wear hijabs and the mean generally don’t wear robes or have the ash markings on

their foreheads (which indicate a Muslim man frequently prostrates before Allah). Instead of

attending Mosque on Friday’s, the Coptic Orthodox members attend church for long hours on

their holy day of Sunday. Furthermore, the Christians especially stand out during the holy month

of Ramadan in which theydo not fast.

Various methods of counting exist in Shubra al-Khayma with regards to the number of

Christians and registration. Father Youssef said the priests and the servants of the church which

assist the priests go to the homes of families in the diocese and record their numbers and living

situations. This, Father Youssef explained, was the method employed by most all Bishoprics. It

is the duty of each priest to go the home of each Christian family that lives near his church and to

take care of his people. Thus, this allows for a simple and precise method of counting members

of the church in Shubra al-Khayma. Furthermore, it creates a consistently updated number of

Christians in the diocese. Counting is done through each church, yet it is centralized in the

Bishopric which holds the central office and the central computer network that can store the

numbers and data. Father Youssef did not know the exact year for which counting and
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registration began in Shubra al-Khayma but said that it originated many years ago during the

construction of the first few churches. Then, registration and counting was done on paper and per

person. Today, it has shifted to per family and on computers, meaning the head of each

household fills out a form for their family to be entered into the computer database. Currently,

there are about 350,000 Christians in Shubra al-Khayma, and almost 70,000 families according

to Father Youssef.

Father Youssef informed that they cannot have a precise number regarding identity card

mistakes, but that he thought it was not much of a pressing issue. The problem is easily

alleviated by contacting the government to inform them of the mistake and taking the time to go

through the correction process. No reports of Christians failing to register as Christians in the

official census out of fear were known to Father Youssef. He again reminded me that Christians

are known in their living places even without having an identity card or wearing crosses.

Numbers of conversions from Christianity to Islam and from Islam to Christianity are not known

because it generally happens outside the church, and far away from it – meaning that the persons

involved want to avoid conflict, harassment, and embarrassment and thus distance themselves

from the church. Should a churchgoer be known of attempting to convert, there is a good chance

it would anger other members of the church and create a backlash.With that, Father Youssef felt

conversion rarely ever happened, however if it did it was well outside the churches knowledge.

According to Father Youssef, there is very little migration of Christians into Shubra al-

Khayma (it should be noted that this is not the case, because Shubra al-Khayma has only been

around for about forty years, meaning all adults living here are migrants It is likely Father

Youssef was only referring to very recent migration). The reasons for the majority of migration

into Shubra al-Khayma, for both Christians and Muslims is centered in finding available work

and cheaper, more affordable housing. Thus, religious migration does not necessarily facilitate
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much or nearly any of the migration patterns into the diocese. Because there is a large amount of

cheap housing, many of the new families in the diocese tend to be poor, especially large families

with many children that can live in one apartment.

Father Youssef explained that the recent revolution did directly affect Christians

migration, however it obviously affected Christians in general, much the same way it affected

every Egyptian. Christians are waiting for what the revolution will bring, and Father Youssef

believes that only God knows.

Concluding Notes& Final Thoughts

Due to various factors mentioned below, I learned a tremendous amount regarding Coptic

Orthodox migration and Christian life in Shubra al-Khayma, while I also had many questions

which were left unanswered. I quickly learned of the great diversity of Christians which are

present in Shubra al-Khayma, in terms of poverty and wealth and profession. By first glance,

Shubra al-Khayma is an immensely poor and run down quarter of Cairo, where it appears nearly

all residents either run a stand on the street or are employed in one of the nearby factories. I was

quite surprised to learn then that many of the Christians in the diocese here are rather wealthy

and often business professionals who are merely seeking a better deal on rent and bigger homes.

In terms of counting and registration, I learned that it was the priests and their servants which

traveled to church members homes in order to record numbers, as opposed to undertaking this

process at the church itself. I found it interesting that this job fell under the idea that the priest

must look after each member of his church, and thus must visit their homes to keep on his

people. It would seem much easier and efficient to conduct this directly after mass perhaps

periodically.

Some aspects of my research which went unfulfilled included obtaining information into

how the bishop bypassed problems associated with building churches in the diocese in working
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out agreements to build new establishments. Additionally, I was not granted access to see the

registration forms or computer program used to store the numbers of Christians in the diocese.

Thus, I could not gain insight into what questions are specifically asked on the registration forms

or what kind of exact process is used to transfer numbers from the forms to the computer and

how it is finally computed.

Given that my proposed research was centered in sensitive issues, such as the counting

methods of the Coptic Orthodox Church and the exact number of Christians in the diocese of

Shubra al-Khayma, it came as no surprise that I would encounter a several “barricades” while

undertaking the research. I met with Father Youssef several times over the course of about a

month, in which he gradually provided the aforementioned information. He was extremely

friendly and kind each meeting, however he was rarely available and generally could not answer

the majority of the questions without seeking information from outside sources in the church

(Bishop Marcos, other priests, etc). These answers were often never gotten around to or not

known according to Father Youssef. Thus, the meetings were quite spread out, communication

lacked, and this created a rather dysfunctional and extremely slow research process.

What I had not anticipated was the incredible degree of hierarchy which was always

present throughout my research. By this I mean that while I was very much viewed as a

welcomed member of the church, I felt untrusted if I did not bring along an elder Egyptian or

mutual friend of the church with me to the interviews - it seemed I wouldn’t be allowed all the

information or entrusted with hard facts like exact numbers, registration forms, or access to

computer data bases. BecauseI was by myself in the diocese, and could not call on elder

members of the Arab West Report to come to interviews all the time, this seemed to be the

biggest difficulty I encountered. Despite the necessary introductions in the beginning made by

Hani Labib to the Bishop and Father Youssef for me, the fact that I was the sole interviewer, and
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a foreigner, seemed to enhance the reluctance to share information by the part of the church.

Thus, I did my best to gradually try to earn their trust by getting to know them as acquaintances

and then friends before delving into sensitive research questions. Too, I tried to be as friendly but

specific as possible in order to get answers to questions which seemed to be a bit unfavorable to

the priest.Still, however, this proved unsuccessful in cases of gaining access to registration

numbers and forms.

As I came to learn is common of life in Egypt, scheduling is not always followed through

on. Despite making numerous appointments and meetings with both Father Youssef and other

priests of Shubra al-Khayma, I was often the only one showing up for interviews. I did my best

to stay persistent in making phone calls and showing up daily in the bishopric office in order to

conduct research, however the lack commitment to meetings severely limited the time I had to

ask questions and diversify my interviewees.

The Coptic Orthodox community in Egypt is a very tight, closed one which does not

often open its doors to outsiders. I felt privileged to have been accepted and allowed to stay

among them, and jumped at each chance I could to speak and get to know members of the church

which were in the hotel. Many people in the church community there seemed quite dismissive

and standoffish because I was clearly foreign, however those which did invite me to eat and

speak with them were most welcoming and hospitable. The great sense of community and

brotherhood among the Christians I met greatly stood out, as they cared and watched out for each

other far more than is evident in the western society.
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Appendix A: The Coptic Orthodox Church in Egypt

District Bishop Churches Priests

Masr al Gadīda 9 45
Harafiyyīn 6 12

Zeitūn 5, 13 14, 41
‘Ain Shams  &
Al-Matāriyya

&،Izbat al-Nakhl

HG Bishop
Timotheos

11, 3 44, 18

Hadaiq al-Qubba
& Al-Wāili & Al-

،Abbāsiyya

11, 11 33, 33

Sharq Al-Sikkat
Al-Hadīd

Bishop
Martyros

9, 9 25, 27

Shubra 22, 21 93, 81
El-Zaher & El-

Faggala
3, 3 10, 13

Wasṭ al-Qāhirat HG Raphael,
Auxiliary
Bishop for

Central Cairo
& Heliopolis

10, 11 34, 32

Masr al –Qadīma Bishop
Selwanss

(Silwanos)

19, 19 34, 27

Tura & al-Maadi Bishop Daniel 9, 12 23, 20
Al-Moqattam &
Al-Qatāmiyya

Bishop Ermia 5, 5 8, 8

Bishopric of
Youth Affairs

HG Bishop
Moussa

4, 5

HG Bishop
Rafael

Dioceses

Diocese Bishop Churches Priests
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Bishopric of
Public,

Ecumenical and
Social Services St

Mark Centre
Shoubra El-

Kheima
HG Bishop

Marcos
30, 31 79, 89

Alexandria Fr.
Sharobeem

El-Bakhoumy

41?, 45 128, 116

El-Behaira &
Tahrir & Maṭrūm

& al khams
mudun

algharbiyya

HE
Metropolitan

67 91, 102

Bakhomious

Giza HG Bishop
Domadios

72 ?, 80 172, 183

Helwan &El-
Maasara

HG Bishop
Bassanti

12, 12 49, 49

Shebin el Kanater HG Bishop
Samuel

27? , 28 56, 56

Tanta HG Bishop
Bola

18 42

El Mahala el
Kubra

HG Bishop
Metyas

14?, 15 27, 27

El Mansoura HG Bishop
Dawoud

14?, 15 36, 36

Domyatt & Kafr
el-Sheikh &

Barary

HE
Metropolitan

21???, 22 37, 35

Bishoy
El-Sharkeya &

10th of
RamadCity

HG Bishop
Angelos

19, 20 24, 24

Zagazig ( Zaqaziq) HG Bishop
Yacoubos

21 + 4 "m" 50

El Monoufeya HG Bishop
Benyamin

37 + 10 "m",
50

69, 74

Benha (&
Quaysna)

HG Bishop
Maximos

18, 18 28, 29
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El Fayoum HG Bishop
Abraam

26 69, 70

Beni Sweif & El
Bahnasa

HG Bishop
Gabriel

28, 28 51, 51

Mallawi
&Ansena & El

Ashmunein

HG Bishop
Demetrious

32 59, 56

Bani Mazar HG Bishop
Athanasios

23 48, 45

Matai Hg Bishop 27 42, 50
Georgios

Samalout HG Bishop
Pafnotious

41 61, 60

Menya & Abu
Korkas

HG Bishop
Arsanious

59 96, 107

Deiremwass &
Delga

HG Bishop
Aghabious

17 23, 22

Dayrout &
Sanabou

HG Bishop
Barsoum

20 without
counting the
monasteries,

23

43, 44

El-Kousseya HG Bishop
Thomas

16 33, 34

Manfalout HG Bishop
Antonious

14 ?, 15 26, 27

Assiut HG Bishop
Mikhaeel

7 plus one
monastery,

20 plus16,
20

Abnoub & el Fateh HG Bishop
Lukas

17, 19 28, 31

Abou Tig &
Sedfa & el
Ghanayem

HG Bishop
Andrawes

22 24, 24

Beba & El Fashn HG Bishop
Estafanous

28, 28 40, 42

Maghagha & El-
Adawa

HG Bishop
Aghathon

27, 27 42, 51
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Sohag & el-
Mansha & el-

Maragha

HG Bishop
Pakhoum

23 61, 42

Girga (Vacant) 25 40, 40

El-Balyana &
Berdis,  & Awlad

& Touf Shark

HG Bishop
Wissa

24 66

Tahta & Juhayna HG Bishop
Eshaia

24 64, 48

Tema HG Bishop
Fam

38 38, 53

Akhmim &
Saqualta

HG Bishop
Besada

17 24, 25

Kena HG Bishop
Sharobeem

25

Nekada & Kouss HG Bishop
Bemen

9 24, 19

Deshna HG Bishop
Takla

13 26, 34

Naga Hammadi HG Bishop
Kirollos

17 38, 45

Luxor HG Bishop
Amonious

19 48, 52

Aswan & Kom
Ombo (& Adfu/Edfu

HG Bishop
Hedra

24 49, 55

Ismailia HG Bishop
Seraphim

13?, 14 33, 33

Suez HG Bishop
Aghnatious

6, 6 14, 14

Port Said HG Bishop
Tadros

8?, 9 36, 38

Red Sea HG Bishop
Theophilus

6, 7 16, 18

North Sinai HG Kosman
(Cosmas)

5, 5 5, 5

South Sinai HG Bishop
Apollo

1 2

Al-Wādī al'gadīd 2, 3 4, 3

Sources: June, 2006 Coptic Church Directory, 2nd Edition
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Review paper Christopher D. Marshall

By Cornelis Hulsman, September 20, 2011

The internship of Christopher D. Marshall at the bishopric of Bishop Marqus was the result of
several discussions with the bishop about Coptic statistics.

Bishop Marqus believed in 2007 that Christians in Egypt were roughly between 12 and 15
million people. He based his estimate on the percentage of Christians in the districts his diocese
is situated in, which according to him is between 15 and 18 percent.

Bishop Marqus said in the same interview with intern Maria Rezzonico that baptism registers do
not provide accurate information because there are children who are baptized outside their
diocese (in a monastery or in the parents' diocese of origin). Furthermore, not all the churches
register the number of baptisms; certificates are written, but they are not recorded in a table and
counted.1

Priests in different dioceses I interviewed in 2007 said that calculations are generally made by
counting the number of families, so that the total number is given by using the average number
of family members. The result is that those who use this system of counting provide very rough
estimates.

Dr. Philippe Fargues strongly doubts the accuracy of the claims made by clergy since the church
has thus far not provided information about its methodology, neither how it would make sure that
double counts are avoided.2

Bishop Marqus said in response to Fargues that the registration process has been greatly
improved and that most Coptic Orthodox churches in Egypt use a standard form that registers
family information; name of husband and wife (if married), address, education, and the health
situation of all who are known to the church. The church also registers baptisms, marriages, and

1

_ Interviews July 21 and August 1, 2007, Maria Rezzonico, Report on Church
Response to Poverty, AWR, 2007, week 35, art. 2, http://www.arabwestreport.info/node/18104
2

_ Cornelis Hulsman, Interview with Dr. Philippe Fargues about Coptic Statistics,
in: AWR, 2008, week 52, art. 17, http://www.arabwestreport.info/node/21469

http://www.arabwestreport.info/node/18104
http://www.arabwestreport.info/node/21469
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deaths. Each individual parish has the obligation to collect these data. Each diocese then collects
the data of individual churches. The Coptic Orthodox patriarchate then collects the data from all
dioceses, which results in a total of 12 million Coptic Orthodox Christians in Egypt and 2 million
church members registered in dioceses abroad. Most dioceses register their members in
computers, regularly updating the data on the basis both of the church registers (baptisms,
marriages, etc.) and regular visits to the families.3 But Fargues remains skeptical as long as the
registration by the church–a voluntary actcannot be statistically evaluated for omission and
double counting.4

The Bishop stated on February 19, 2011, that he agreed to students or scholars checking the
registration system in his diocese.

In May 2011 the Bishop agreed that intern Christopher Marshall would come to his diocese to
see how the registration procedures are managed in his diocese. Christopher arrived in June, was
introduced to the Bishop by Hany Labib and started working. Bishop Marcos introduced
Christopher Marshall to Father Youssef, an incredibly nice priest, who, however, turned out to be
both largely uninformed about numbers (total numbers of the diocese are kept only with the
bishop) and data as well as reluctant to provide specific numbers and data regarding migration of
Christians. Christopher asked to see the registration forms, books, and computer database, which
the bishop had mentioned hold the total numbers. Despite frequent requests, including calls from
Hany Labib, this was never provided. Christopher never received a ‘no’ to his questions, but it
was continuously delayed, with Father Youssef telling him that the Bishop needed to give a
permit and this, apparently, never happened.

The experience of Christopher shows a great discrepancy between promises and an actual
sharing of information. That was not due to language problems. Christopher studied Arabic and
could converse in simple Arabic and the Bishop and many of the assistants around him speak
English well. Christopher’s experience show that all people he met were well aware of the
sensitivities of numbers and, because of that sensitivity, simply were reluctant to cooperate.

Christopher nicely described his experiences. We were pleased to have him as an intern with us.

3

_ Interview bishop on February 19, 2011
4

_ Email February 19, 2011


